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Thank you for providing me with the opportunity to come out and help improve
the enjoyment of your golf game.
As a Professional Golf Coach & Player I’m consistently looking for ways to
improve and challenge myself. I’m dedicated to providing a top quality service to
golfers of all skills levels. It doesn’t matter whether it’s a golfer just starting out or
a player with dreams of earning a living on the tour.
‘I always focus on trying to help my clients make the most of whatever they’ve
got’.
No two people are the same in their ability, needs and goals. I love working with
people from all walks of life and skill levels. One of the great challenges and
rewards of teaching the game is finding ways to help each individual improve
their games no matter how talented/skilled they may be.
I always make an effort to try and taylor make coaching programs to suit each
individuals golfing aspirations and to make the process of improvement be as
enjoyable as possible.
Thank you again for your valuable time.
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Coaching Programs
Programmes start with a 3 session programme through to a monthly programmes.
Here are some explains of Programmes:
3 SESSION PACKAGE
Great for a beginner/rookie golfer.
3 sessions focussed on develop a sound grip / aim / and setup
-

Cover some basic golf psychology

-

Can be tailored to work on any specific part of your game (driving,
shortgame)

6 SESSION PACKAGE
An extended first session to make time for some goal setting, a body
screen and a simple assessment of your current golf game, From there
plan out a series of sessions that will achieve what is requested.
Explain: A player wants improvement all round game and reduce
handicap by 3 strokes; A couple full swing lessons with the use of
video, some shortgame sessions looking at putting/pitching/chipping
and Bunker play and then some work on course management and the
mental game.
Long Term
Many of my clients even if not at first will fall into this category. As
they learn more about the game and find that playing better and
more skill full golf is more enjoyable they like to catch-up every now
and then and keep improving and fine tuning there skills.
Sit down and write up a long term program of game improvement
coving all aspects of the game. If you are serious about learning the
game or what it takes to get to that next level this is the way to go!
Standard session rate is $65 for a session.

Group Sessions / Workshops
This is something that I really enjoy doing and find great for fast and interactive
learning. My group sessions now cover everything from the Mental Game to the
Long Game.
Here are some explains of the workshops:

Putting/Chipping & Mental Game Group Workshop
If you want to whole more putts, Chip the ball closer, enjoy the game
more and much more than this is for you!
Topics Cover
- Fundamentals of Putting
o Reading the greens
o How to aim
o Basics of the stroke
- Fundamentals of Chipping
o How to aim
o How to setup
o How to develop distance control
- Keys to a great Mental Game
o The 10 keys to a great mental game

Power Secrets Workshop
Add Yards to ever club in your bag as I’ll go through some
simple keys to increase your power and club head speed!
-

-

What’s drills produce more speed

-

How do I know how far I should be able to hit it?

-

What exercises actually do help me hit it further

How can equipment help me add yards to my drivers

